Powhatan Contributions to Survival of Jamestown

living in harmony

friendship

introducing crops
Teacher Tips: Make a hot dog fold with a 1 1/2” tab uncovered along the side. Cut the overlapping section to make 3 flaps. Glue the title in the 2” tab. Glue the harmony, friendship, and crops rectangles on the flaps, one per section. Students write more details to describe each underneath the flap. For details and facts, refer to the Curriculum Framework, page 15. Or, use the rectangles below to glue inside the flaps, if desired for added support. Have students add drawings to show understanding.

| Pocahontas, daughter of Chief Powhatan, hoped the English and American Indians could live in harmony. | Pocahontas helped the colonists survive by beginning friendships. | Corn and tobacco were introduced to the English by the Powhatan. |